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GENERAL
The present report summarizes the results obtained in a weather observations
program me undertaken by The State Electricity Authority during the winters
1964 - 1965 and 1965 - 1966 at Tangafoss: the confluence of Thjorsa and
Tungnaa rivers, Thjorsa Basin, Southern Iceland.

The weather observations

were a part of an ice investigations programme which was undertaken with
aid from the U.N. Special Fund, under the Iceland Special Fund Project.
The ice investigations were led by U. N. ice experts Messrs. E. Kanavin and
dr. O. Devik, both of Norway, who worked in cooperation with Icelandic
counterpart personnel.

The present report is prepared by the chief

counterpart man, Mr. Sigmundur Freysteinsson.
The Tangafoss weather station is located at 64 0 11 "N
Elevation 285 m.
In November 1964 a thermometer screen with dry and wet bulb thermometers
and a maximum and minimum thermometer, as well as a precipitation gauge
were installed at Tangafoss.

On Nov. 26 that year a thermograph (R. Fuess

The rmograph 79) was placed in the screen.

On

Feb~.

4 1965 a wind

recorder (Wilh. Lambrecht Nr. 1482) was also installed, which records
both wind direction and (accu mulated) wind run,
6 m above ground level.

The recorder is placed

Furthermore, the station was equ ipped with

a sunshine recorder from Jan. 9 1966 to May 1966.
Air temperature and wind have been recorded continuously since the
installation of the recorders, except that the wind recorder ha s been out of
operation due to faults Jan. 25 - 31 : March 1 - 3 and 16 - 30 and AprH 13 
15 1966.
In additi.on

to

the automatic recordings regular weather observations, usually

3 times a day at 8, 14 and 20 hrs Iceland Mean Time, IMT, were performed
continuously during the following per iods :
Jan.

6 - May

16 1965

Nov. 2 - Dec. 21 1965
Jan.

5 - May

Observer was Mr. HoI mar Magnusson.

18 1966
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Only the results for the winter and spring months October - May are
presented here although both temperatur e and wind we re recorded during
the s u mmer also.

These summer recordings have not yet been processed.

The explanations to the tables also show the method employed to compute
daily averages at Tangafoss from the recorder charts and individual
obs e rvations.

COMPARISONS WITH HiELL METEOROLOGICAL STATION
An important purpose of the Tangafoss of weather observations was to
establish a correlation between the we ather conditions prevailing in the
principal ice formation area of the Thjorsa River around and below
Tan g a f 0 s s

and

those at the Ha=ll Meteorological Station (64 0 04 'N :

20° IS'W ; e l. 130 m ; 38 km west of Tangafoss), which has been operated
by the Icelandic Meteorological Office since 1932.
Comparisons of those weather elements of the two stations which are of
greatest i nterest where ice formation in rivers is concerned are therefore
also presented in this report.
These comparisons show that the observations at Ha=ll may be used to
esti~ate the weather at Tangafoss reasonably well.

For individual days

dev iat 'ons of actual values at Tangafoss from those esti mated on the basls
of the correlation may be considerable but they tend to cancel out when
averages over larger periods are considered.
Dur ing frost periods air temperature is on the average about 2. S °C lowe r at
Tangafoss than at Ha=ll.
Precipitation is approximately equal at both places "cloud cover during frost
per iods is also a pproximately equal.
Wind spee d dur ing frost periods is highe r at Tangafoss than a t Ha=ll by about 2
Beaufort scale on the average.
A reasonably good correlation was found between air temperature and relati ve
hum idity at Tangafoss.
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At Heell met, st, observations are made four times dally, at 8, 11, 17 and
20 hrs IMT.

The station has been equipped with a thermograph

since

Oct, 8 1964.
From Nov, 1964 daily averages of temperature at Heell are computed as the
arithmetical average of 8 observations per 24 hours, 4 of which are read
from the recorder chart.
Average cloud cover at Heell is computed as the arithmetical average of 4
dally observations.
There is no wind recorder at Heell.
es ti mated by the observer.

Instead wind force in Beaufort is

When computing average daily wind speed each

degree on the Beaufort scale i s taken to correspond to a defi He wind speed
as shown in the table below,

The daily averages of wi nd speed are then

computed as the arithmetical average of 4 daily values read from the table.
Wind speed

Wind
force
Beaufort
scale

knots

mls

0

0

0,00

1

2

1,03

2

5

2,57

3

9

4,63

4

13

6,69

5

18

9,27

6

24

12,35

7

30

15.44

8

37

19,05

9

44

22,65

10

52

26.77

11

60

30.89

12

68

35,01

For the various weather elements studied, the compari.sons between Tangafoss
and Heell, which are shown gr aphically in Fi.gs 2 and 3 gave the followi.ng
results:
Air temperature during frost periods.
A relatively very good correlation was obtained,

The mean daily temperature

at Tangafoss (during frost periods) is, on the average, 2.5 °C lower than at

- 4 Hrell.

A least-square straight line regression between dally means of

temperature of Tangafoss (Y ) and Hrell (X) has the following form:
Y

=-

2.40

+ 1.02

X

Monthly temperature means also follow approximately this line, at least when
they are below

+ 3°C.

Precipitation.
A comparison between the precipitation at Hrell and Tangafoss is shown in
the tables and in Fig. 3.

Total precipitation during the observation periods

was 504.4 m m at Tangafoss and 530. 6 at Hrell.

The observations indicate

approximately equal precipitation in winter time at both locations.
is greater at Tangafoss.

Snowfall

Winds are stronger at Tangafoss, a fact which may

have some effect on the precipitation measurements (e,g. during Feb. 1966).
Cloud cover during frost periods.
Daily averages of cloud cover at the two locations rarely differ from one
another by more than two eights.

A least-square straight line regression

gives equal cloud cover at both places in fully overcast weather.

In fair

weather the regression gives a little more than 0.5 eighths greater cover at
Tangafoss.

However, because of the limited number of observations and

their scattering too much significance should not be attributed to this
difference so that the observations to date may be said to indicate equal
cloud cover at both places during frost periods.
Wind speed during frost periods.
Average daily wind speed 6 m above ground at Tangafoss is higher than
estimated wind speed at Hrell by 0 - 10

m/s: on the average by 4.7 m/s.

It should be noted that wind speed 6 m above ground is considerably (20% ?)
higher than that noted by an observer standing on the ground.
Wind direction.
At Tangafoss NE is by far the most frequent wind directi.on in winter.
According to the monthly publication of the Icelandic Meteorological Office,
"Veorattan" E and NE are the most frequent wind directions at Hrell.
No detailed comparison has been made.
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HUMIDITY AT TANGAFOSS
Humidity is not observed at H<£ll, so that no comparison Tangafoss
- H<£ll is possible here.

The relation between vapour pressure and air

temperature at Tangafoss during frost periods has been studied and an
exponential function fi tted (by the method of least squares) to the (individually)
observed values of vapour pressure and temperature.

The result was

e = 5.5 exp 0.11 t
where e is vapour pressure in mb and t air temperature in (l C •

Observed values deviate from this function by less than 0.5 mb in most .
caBes,
The relative humidity at Tangafoss was on the average
about 90% at

O°C

"

'75%

"

"

65%

" -woC

"

55%

" -15°C

5°C

The relati.on between daily averages of vapour pressure (as computed from
observations at 8 and 20 hrs) and average daily temperature is very close
to the relation between individual observations, mentioned above,

HOURS OF BRIGHT SUNSHINE AT TANGAFOSS AND REYKJAVIK
From the charts of the sunshine recorder at Tangafoss daily hours of bright
sunshine have been computed.

The results and a comparison with Reykjavik

are shown in the tables and graphically in Fig. 3,

The Reykjavlk values

were computed from a recorder using the same type of chart as employed
at Tangafoss: otherwise the Meteorological Office uses a different type of
chart which has been found to show slightly more hours of bright sunshine
than the one used here,
The comparison shows that ReykjaviK had slightly more hours of bright sun
shi ne than Tangafoss during the observation period, but this period is too
short for definite conslusions to be drawn from the compari.son,
Compari.sons of bright sunshine at Tangafoss and Reykjavik is important
2
because daily insolation (cal/cm , h) is observed at Reykjavik and there is
a possib ility that averages of insolation may be estimated with reasonable
accuracy from hours of bright sunshine.

Insolation is an important factor in
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the heat balance that governs the ice formation in rivers, especially in late
winter and early spring.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
In processing of the Tangafoss weather observations presented here is by no
means complete, restricted as it is to the pUlrpose of ice studies only.
Temperature and wind have also been observed during the sum mer months
and in most instances also weekly observations of precipitation in the
summers of 1965 and 1966.
The processing of the Tangafoss data was performed by The State Electricity
Authority and Thoroddsen & Partners, Consulting Engineers, ReykjaviK:
that of the Hcell data by the Icelandic Meteorological Office, Reykjav(k,
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EXPLANATIONS TO THE TABLES
Average temperature.
o

C.

Computed on the basis of the charts of a continuously recording thermo 

meter in the thermometer screen.

Corrections to the charts based on

readings of a mercury thermometer of standard type, placed in the screen.

- 8 Min, Max temperatures.
°C are taken from readings of minimum and maximum thermometers
located in the thermometer screen.

Division between days at 20 hrs IMT.

Figures in parantheses based on recorder charts.
Average vapour pressure.
Millibars (mb) is taken as the arithmetical average of the vapour pressure
at 8 and 20 hrs IMT as computed from readings of dry-bulb and wet-bulb
thermometers in the thermometer screen,
estimated: those in square brackets,

[

Figures in parantheses are partly

J ,

computed from the relation

between vapour pressure and air temperature, or estimated (at temperatures
above GOC).
Precipitation,
mm , measured by a standard precipitation gauge.
~

0.0 means not measurable:

means no precipitation at all.

Snow cover,

o

means completely snow free: 1 : 1/4 of the ground snow-covered:

2 : 2/4 covered: 3: 3/4 covered and 4 means that the ground was completely
snow-covered.

"Byggo" (lowlands) means the flat area near the Tungnaa and

Thjorsa Rivers, near the station: "Fjoll" (mountains) means Buoarhals
(elevation up to 685 m).
Cloud cover,

o-

8

0: completely cloud - free sky: 1: 1/4 clouded;··· 4 : half-overcast

8 completely overcast sky.
2G hrs IMT.

Averages of observations at 8, 14 and

Figures in parantheses averages of two observations; those

in square brackets,

[

J, : cloud cover at Hcell,

Average wind speed.
Metres per second (ms- 1 ) is computed from the charts of a countinuously
operati.ng recorder placed 6 m above ground.

Figures in parantheses

estimated from si milar wind records at Hrauneyjar and Svarta, farther
inland: those in: square brachets, [
at Hcell.

J,

are computed from average wind speed
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Max. wind for ce .
In Beaufort is also taken from the wind recorder charts.

Fig1Jres in

parantheses are estimates by the observer.
Wind direction.
At 8, 14 and 20 hrs IMT

is based either on direct observations or

recorder charts.

01

N

05

E

09

S

13

W

02

NNE

06

ESE

10

SSW

14

WNW

03

NE

07

SE

11

SW

15

NW

04

ENE

08

SSE

12

WSW

16

NNW

99

00

Variable

Calm

Infor mation not available
Z ero or nil
No figure

TABLE HEADINGS

1.

Mo nth ly tables of weather observations.
Icela ndic beading

English equivale nt

1

Dag

Date

2

Meoalhiti

Average temperatur e

3

Lagmark

Mili. temp.

4

Hamark

Max, temp,

5

Meoalei m prystingur

Average vapour pressur e

6

Orkoma
Regn
Blandao
Snj6r

Total precipitation
Rain
Mixed
Snow

7

Snjohula
Byggo
Fjoll
Meoalskyjahula

Snow cover
Lowlands
Mountains
Average cloud cover
Average wind speed
Max wi nd force
Wi.nd direction
at (hrs IMT)

Column

8

9
10
11

Meoalvindhra~i

Mesta veourhreo
Vi nda tt kl.
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2.

Tangafoss.

Tloleiki vinda

%.

Frequency of wind directions at Tangafoss. per cent.
Eftir stritandi mceli
o

3.

From wind recorder charts

rettvlsahdi

Degrees true bearing

Breytileg att og logn

Variable and calm

Frostdagar

Days of frost (with daily avo temp. belowaOC)

Tangafoss - Heel!.

Meoalhiti vetrarmanaoa. °C.

Winter month temperature averages at Tangafoss and Hceil.

4.

TGF

Tangafoss

Meoalhiti

Average temperature

Vik fra meoallagi

Deviation from normal

Tangafoss - Heell.

Orkoma einstakra manaoa, mm.

Monthly precipitation at Tangafoss and Hcell, m m.

5.

Regn

Rain

Blandao

Mixed precipita hon

Snj6r

Snow

Ails

Total

TGF

Tangafoss

Tangafoss - Reykjav(k.

Bjart solskitl, kist. a dag, jan. - mal 1966.

Daily hours of bright sunshine at Tangafoss and Reykjavik, Jan - May 1966.
TGF

Tangafoss

RVK

Reykjavik

